NO TAXPAYER SUBSIDIES FOR ABORTION
The Municipality of Anchorage should adopt a policy that disallows any municipal funds from being used to pay for abortions, promote abortion, or subsidize groups (such as Planned Parenthood) that perform or promote abortions.

PROTECT PRIVACY IN INTIMATE FACILITIES
Anchorage Municipal Code should be amended to protect the privacy of citizens by requiring that intimate facilities within municipal buildings—such as locker rooms, showers, changing rooms, and multi-occupancy restrooms—be designated for and used exclusively by persons of the same biological sex; and further provide that all non-governmental facilities may lawfully choose to designate intimate facilities for use exclusively by persons of the same biological sex.

DEFEND RELIGIOUS LIBERTY/FREEDOM OF CONSCIENCE
Title 5 of the Anchorage Municipal Code (“Equal Rights”) should be amended to clarify that no person may be compelled to engage in any expression or take any action that would violate his or her sincerely held religious beliefs, including the belief that marriage is or should be recognized as the union of one man and one woman.

FAMILY-FRIENDLY LIBRARIES
The municipality should adopt a policy barring the Anchorage Public Library system from sponsoring “Drag Queen Storytime” or other programs that seek to indoctrinate young children in transgender ideology and promote gender confusion.
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